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Resources

http://goo.gl/huodp
Bloom's Taxonomy

1. Remember
2. Understand
3. Apply
4. Analyze
5. Evaluate
6. Create
Essential Skills

- Spotlight Search
- Adding Images to Camera Roll
- Taking Video
- Action Button
Turning in Assignments

- Dongle
- Email
- Cloud Storage
- edmodo

Showbie
High Quality - Free Apps

Apps Gone Free
Build Vocabulary

Skitch
Send Postcards from the Edge

TurboCollage Lite

Postino
#4 Use Student Instructors

Educreation

Stick Around
#5 Become Thread Heads

Voice Thread
#6 Write & Illustrate

- Outline
- Drawing Pad
- Strip Designer
- Comic Life
- Scribble Press
- Little Story Maker
- Book Creator
- iBooks
#7 Witness & Report

Pocket BMX

Evernote
Build a Talking Museum

Drop Vox

Scan
Build a Talking Museum

QR Stuff.com
Get your QR codes out there!
qrstuff.com

Record MP3
The easiest way to record and share audio
recordmp3.org

Scan
#9 Connect to Your Community

Facetime

DIGITAL Wish

SignUp Genius

Skype
#10 Get Social

edmodo  Twitter  Weebly
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